On the nanosecond proton dynamics in phosphoric acid-benzimidazole and phosphoric acid-water mixtures.
The unique proton conduction mechanism of phosphoric acid is important for the functions of complex phosphate containing biological and technological systems (e.g. phospholipid membranes and polybenzimidazole phosphoric acid membranes for high-temperature PEM fuel cells). In neat phosphoric acid structural proton diffusion, i.e. proton hopping between phosphoric acid molecules, is superimposed onto hydrodynamic diffusion of the molecules in the viscous liquid. In this study we separate the two dynamic contributions on the nanosecond timescale for the model systems phosphoric acid-water and phosphoric acid-benzimidazole. We demonstrate that 1H NMR dipolar relaxation measurements are controlled by hydrodynamic diffusion for the investigated conditions, while 17O NMR quadrupolar relaxation measurements reflect local proton displacement as part of structural diffusion. Quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) applying high resolution backscattering spectroscopy (nBSS) confirms structural proton diffusion measurements using PFG-NMR in phosphoric acid-benzimidazole mixtures at different concentrations. With increasing benzimidazole content proton diffusion coefficients on the nanosecond scale decrease, thus following the trend of reduced hydrogen bond network frustration. The momentum transfer (Q) dependence of the width of the QENS spectra indicates the jump diffusion mechanism and can be scaled to a master plot both for different temperatures and different benzimidazole contents. This indicates a fundamentally unchanged structural proton diffusion process, however, with a lower probability of occurrence for successful intermolecular proton transfer with increasing benzimidazole content. Results of this work enable a better separation of different diffusion processes on short timescales also in more complex phosphoric acid containing systems.